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Perfect Gift Legal Administrative Advisors (PGLAA) 

Description of Immigration Services 

Perfect Gift Legal Administrative Advisors (PGLAA) is a Private Banking Facility (PBF) affiliated legal 

administrative advisory services organization that provides coordination of PBF capabilities to PGO 

Members that are interested in legally immigrating to the United States as a permanent resident 

using the EB5 immigration application process.   

PGLAA serves to assist the administrative flow of documentation between PGO’S affiliated Law Firm   

only in connection with the required financial information demanded by the United States federal 

government for this type of immigration application.  PGLAA serves as a liaison between the Law Firm, 

the EB5 Applicant, and the PBF to facilitate the legal transfer and/or repatriation of the EB5 

applicant’s assets into United States jurisdiction through a legal structure developed by the PBF.     

Pursuant to the applicant’s PGO Membership, the EB5 Applicant may (potentially) take advantage of 

the PBF to accomplish the necessary financial investment that is a part of the application package.  

Prospective immigration applicants are encouraged to contact PGLAA to explore the many benefits 

that the PBF offers in regards to these federally mandated financial requirements.  

The PBF is the only vehicle that is able to provide unprecedented and unparalleled safety of capital 

and earnings against financial and investment risk commonly associated with EB5 applications 

because of the unique legal and financial structure of the PBF.   

The PBF can provide, among many other things, the following:   

 Indemnification of investment, assets, and earnings against market fluctuation, credit default 

risk, and other factors  

 Transfer of capital and assets into US jurisdiction onshore (Continental United States)  

 Added maximum protection specifically against illegal government intrusion through a legal 

structure domiciled and venued in the State of Wyoming  

 Maximum protection against fidelity risk due to theft, malfeasance, misappropriation, and 

other factors  

 Statutory and Regulatory legal oversight and governance insuring full compliance with US law 

The EB5 process is complicated, and requires the professional expertise of a highly experienced and 

creative international law firm based strategically in the United States.  For this reason, the 

designated Law Firm has been selected by YAHUWAH to work with the PBF.  Disclosure of the identity 

of the Law Firm shall remain confidential pending completion of all contractual arrangements.   

The primary need of the PGO Member and immigration applicant is the safety of capital and assets.  

PGLAA operates to ensure a smooth and seamless transfer of all assets with total safety in response 

to these needs.       


